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I APPARATUS FOR STORING SEQUENCES OF 
MUSICAL NOTES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a digital sequencer 
primarily intended for use in conjunction with an elec 
tronic music synthesizer. 
Commercially available electronic music synthesizers 

are frequently used by professional musicians to assist 
them in performing. arranging and composing. Typi 
cally. these synthesizers include keyboards, which 
when played by the musician, produce trigger pulses 
and discrete analog (DC) voltages representative of 
pitch. The DC voltages are applied to electronic cir 
cuitry including a voltage controlled oscillator whose 
output is applied through gating circuitry, controlled by 
the trigger pulses, to drive some type of audio trans 
ducer. 
Attempts have been made in the prior art to provide 

an apparatus (known as a “sequencer”) capable ofsim 
ply and inexpensively both remembering a sequence of 
notes loaded therein and of accessing that sequence to 
drive the synthesizer tone generator. Perhaps the most 
widely used sequencer is one comprised of a bank of 
potentiometers each including a manually operable dial 
for establishing a certain DC voltage. In order to load 
this sequencer. the musician would manually set each 
potentiometer. Thereafter, the bank of potentiometers 
is scanned to sequentially read out the DC voltages to 
drive the voltage controlled oscillator to produce mel 
ody. The sequencer, of course. enables the musician to 
repeatedly listen to the melody and to make changes by 
varying the potentiometer dials. 

‘SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is an object of the present invention to provide a 

sequencer for use with an electronic music synthesizer 
which allows a sequence of notes to be loaded and 
stored while a melody is being played on the synthe 
sizer keyboard. 

In accordance with the invention, a sequencer is pro 
videdwhich. in the LOAD MODE. stores digital infor 
mation with respect to each note played on the synthe 
sizer keyboard. The digital information stored with re 
spect to each note is representative of both the pitch of 
the note and the time duration between trigger pulses 
of adjacent notes. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention. the se 
quencer includes means for converting the DC analog 
voltage developed by the synthesizer into a multi-bit 
code representative of pitch and means for counting 
locally generated clock pulses between trigger pulses to 
develop a multi-bit code representative of time dura 
tion. The pitch and time duration codes are stored as 
separate ?elds of a single digital word or note. 

In the PLAY MODE. the stored notes are read out 
sequentially with the pitch ?eld being converted back 
to analog form and with the duration ?eld being used 
to generate trigger pulses for application to the synthe 
sizer. 

In accordance with one feature of the invention. 
means are provided for enabling a user to vary the 
tempo of a melody as it is played back through a syn 
thesizer during the PLAY MODE. 7 

In accordance with a further feature of the invention. 
means are provided for enabling a user to transpose, 
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2 
that is change the key of a melody as it is played back 
through a synthesizer during the PLAY MODE. 

In accordance with a still further feature of the inven# 
tion. means are provided for compensating for noise 
which could be superimposed on an input voltage level 
by offsetting the digital-analog conversion characteris 
tics between the PLAY ‘and LOAD modes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A is a schematic block diagram of a sequencer 
in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 1B is a schematic'block diagram illustrating the 

logic within the LOAD control logic block of FIG. 1A; 
FIG. 1C is a schematic block diagram illustrating the 

logic within the PLAY control logic block of FIG. 1A; . 
FIG. 2 is a timing diagram depicting the time rela 

tionship between signals generated during the LOAD 
MODE: 
FIG. 3 is a timing diagram depicting the time rela 

tionship between signals generated during the PLAY 
MODE; 
FIG. 4 is a diagram depicting the voltage levels pro 

duced by‘ the digital to analog converter during the 
PLAY and LOAD modes of operation; and 
FIG. 5 is a block schematic diagram illustrating the 

circuitry for enabling notes to be transposed to a differ 
ent key. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Prior to referring to the preferred embodiment of the 
invention illustrated in the drawing, the operation of a 
sequencer in accordance with the invention will be ex 
plained. The sequencer functions to store representa 
tions of the pitch of each of a sequence of musical notes 
and the time duration between adjacent notes. A se 
quencer in accordance with the present invention is in 
tended to respond to electrical signals provided by an 
electronic music synthesizer representative of a note 
played. With respect to each note in a sequence played 
on the synthesizer keyboard 8 (FIG. 1A) the synthe 
sizer provides a trigger pulse and a discrete analog volt 
age representative of pitch. The sequencer stores a 
multibit digital word for each note played on the syn 
thesizer keyboard. The digital word is comprised of a 
first multibit ?eld containing pitch information and a 
second multibit ?eld containing information represent 
ing the time duration between adjacent trigger pulses. 
In the exemplary embodiment to be discussed herein. 
the ?rst ?eld is comprised of six bits thus enabling sixty 
four different pitch levels to be represented. The sec 
ond ?eld is comprised of eight bits enabling two hun 
dred ?fty-six different durations to be de?ned. 
The sequencer operates in either a LOAD MODE or 

a PLAY MODE. During the LOAD MODE, the dis 
crete DC voltage levels provided by the synthesizer are 
converted from analog to digital form and stored in a 
digital memory along with a digital representation of 
the length of time between trigger pulses. During the 
PLAY MODE, the digital memory is accessed at a rate 
determined by the previously stored duration between 
trigger pulses. The accessed pitch information is recon 
verted to analog form and supplied to the synthesizer 
along with trigger pulses generated by the sequencer. 
Attention is now called to FIG. 1A which illustrates 

the sequencer as including a six bit P counter 10 which 
functions to accumulate a digital representation of the 
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analog voltage provided by the synthesizer and an eight 
bit D counter 12 which accumulates a digital represen 
tation of the time duration between adjacent notes. The 
P counter operates by counting pulses sequentially pro 
vided by a pulse source. A digital-to-analog converter 
50 responds to the increasing count in the P counter to 
produce a staircase waveform which is compared with 
the analog voltage provided by the synthesizer. When 
equality is recognized, the contents of the P counter, 
constituting the digital equivalent of the analog voltage 
are transferred to the shift register 14 for subsequent 
storage in memory 16. The D counter operates by 
counting the number of pulses generated between trig 
ger pulses. 
The six-bit pitch information developed by the P 

counter 10 and the eight-bit duration information de 
veloped by the D counter 12 are subsequently loaded 
into the fourteen-bit shift register 14. Subsequently, a 
sequence of fourteen clock pulses is provided to shift 
the fourteen-bit digital word in the shift register 14 into 
the digital memory 16. The memory 16 can constitute 
any one of several types of well known digital memories 
such as semi-conductor, magnetic core, tape, disc, or 
drum. Regardless of the particular type of memory em 
ployed, it will be assumed herein to be comprised of 
seventy-two word locations each comprised of fourteen 
bits. Thus, the memory 16 must have a capacity of at 
least 1,008 bits. An address register 18 is provided to 
identify the particular one of the seventy-two locations 
into which the 14-bit note from the shift register 14 is 
to be loaded (or accessed during the PLAY MODE). 
The timing and control of the digital apparatus of 

FIG. 1A is controlled primarily by a LOAD control 
logic means 20 during the LOAD MODE and by a 
PLAY control logic means 21 during the PLAY 
MODE. The details of LOAD and PLAY control logic 
means are respectively illustrated in FIGS. 18 and 1C. 

In order to now gain a detailed understanding of the 
implementation and operations of the apparatus of 
FIG. 1A, attention is directed to the LOAD control 
logic of FIG. 1B and the LOAD MODE timing diagram 
of FIG. 2. 
The sequencer of FIG. 1A includes a manual load 

switch 30 available to the operator which produces the 
LOAD PULSE (LDPL) shown in line a of FIG. 2. Gen 
eration of the load pulse switches switch 32 to the load 
position illustrated in solid line FIG. 1A. The switch 32 
preferably comprises an electronic or electromechan 
ical double pole-double throw switch operable in either 
aLOAD position (solid line) or a PLAY position (dot 
ted line). The switch includes a ?xed sequencer analog 
input contact 33 coupled‘to the analog output of the 
synthesizer. Movable contact 34, tied to the analog 
input of the synthesizer, engages sequencer input 
contact 33 when in the LOAD position and the se 
quencer analog output contact 119 in the PLAY posi 
tion. Similarly, sequencer trigger pulse input contacts 
35 is tied to the synthesizer trigger pulse output. Mov 
able contact 36 engages contact 35 when in the LOAD 
position and sequencer trigger pulse output contact 
111 when’ in the PLAY position. 
Note that when switch 32 is in the LOAD position, 

the analog voltage from the synthesizer keyboard 8 
(FIG. 1A) is supplied to the sequencer on contact 33 
but is also still available to the synthesizer via contact 
34. Similarly, the trigger pulses are supplied to the se 
quencer via contact 35 but are also still available to the 
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4 
synthesizer via contact 36 so that the synthesizer con 
tinues to operate normally with the sequencer attached 
and operating in the LOAD MODE. 
As shown in FIG. 1B, generation of the load pulse 

LDPL sets load ?ip-?op 37 illustrated in line b of FIG. 
2. With the load ?ip-flop 37 set. the sequencer is now 
to accept incoming information from the synthesizer. 
Now assume that the musician plays the first note on 
the synthesizer. This action generates a trigger pulse 
(TRGP) illustrated in line c of FIG. 2. With the control 
(CONT) ?ip-?op 38 (FIG. 18) false, the trigger pulse 
TRGP will, via AND gate 40, set the control ?ip-?op 
38 as shown in line d. In addition, the output of gate 40 
will, via OR gate 42, set the A/D control ?ip-flop 44 to 
cause the output thereof ADCL to go true as repre 
sented in line f. .The output of OR gate 42 will also pro 
duce signal CLDC, line k of FIG. 2, which clears the P 
counter 10 and D counter 12. 
The signal ADCL going true at time t, shown in FIG. 

2, enables P counter 10. Thus, P counter 10 and D 
counter 12 start counting clock pulses originating in 
clock pulse source 46, which may, for example, com 
prise a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) whose fre 
quency is determined by the voltage on the slide of po 
tentiometer 47. ' 

P counter 10 directly counts the pulses supplied by 
clock pulse source 46. Inasmuch as it is necessary for 
the P counter to be able to count'up to sixty four counts 
(i.e., to define anyone of sixty four different pitches or 
notes) during the shortest duration between successive 
notes (i.e., one count of the D counter), the output of 
pulse source 46 is passed through a divide by sixty four 
circuit 48 prior to application to D counter 12. The 
output of the P counter is applied to the input of a digi 
tal-to-analog converter 50. The analog output of con 
verter 50 is applied to one input of an analog compara 
tor 52. The second input to the analog comparator is 
derived from the synthesizer via switch contact33. 

It should be appreciated that as the P counter counts, 
the converter 50 will produce a staircase voltage at its 
output. When the output of the converter 50 equals the 
discrete analog voltage level provided by the synthe 
sizer through switch contact 33, the analog comparator 
52 will provide an equality signal EQY which will reset 
?ip-?op (ADCL) 44 as represented in FIG. 1B at time 
[2 shown in line e FIG. 2. In addition, the signal EQY 
occurring while ?ip-?op 44 is true, will produce the sig 
nal ADPL via gate 54 of FIG. 1B as depicted in line g 
of FIG. 2. The signal ADPL functions to transfer the 
six-bit contents of the P counter through gate 58 (FIG. 
1A) to the left most six-bit ?eld of the shift register 14. 
The D counter 12 will continue to count until the 

trigger pulse for the next note occurs as represented at 
1;, in FIG. 2. This action will produce signal LCAT via 
gate 60 of FIG. 18 as represented in line /1 of FIG. 2. 
Signal LCAT functions to enable gate 62 (FIG. 1A) to 
transfer the eight-bit duration count from the D 
counter 12 to the right most eight-bit ?eld of the shift 
register 14. The signal LCAT in turn sets ?ip-?op 64 
(FIG. 18) via gate 66 to cause logic signal SHFT to true 
as shown in line [of FIG. 2. Logic signal SHFT enables 
a 14 state counter 68 (FIG. IA) to produce fourteen 
successive pulses CT I-14 which are applied to the 
shift control terminal of shift register 14 to shift the 
fourteen-bit digital note from the shift register 14 into 
a word location in memory 16 designated by the con 
tents of address register 18. When pulse CT is gener 
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ated, meaning that all fourteen bits have been shifted 
out of the shift register 14, then the signal CTAR is gen 
erated via gate 70 (FIG. 1B). Signal CTAR functions 
to increment the address register 18 by one count via 
OR gate 71. Also. signal CLDC is generated to reset the 
P and D counters. 
Note that the address register 18 (FIG. 1A) at the 

start of the LOAD mode is preset in response to the 
generation of the load pulse LDPL via OR gate 73 at 
either location 0, location 24, or location 48, depend 
ing upon which of three manual switches 72,, 722, or 
72;, is set by the user. The switches 72 are provided to 
enable the user to selectively use the seventy-two mem 
ory locations to store a single seventy-two note se 
quence. a twenty-four and a forty-eight note sequence 
or three separate twenty-four note sequences. A com 
parison logic means 74 monitors the contents of the ad 
dress register 18 and compares it with the setting of the 
switches 72. For example, if the user had depressed 
switch 72,, to indicate a starting address of zero and no 
other switch 72, then the comparison logic 74 would 
generate a “full” signal SFUL when the address register 
18 incremented to a count of 23. Generation of the sig 
nal SFUL actuates the full indicator 76 during the 
LOAD MODE. On the other hand, if the user de 
pressed both switches 72, and 721 then the address reg 
ister 18 would have been preset to zero at the beginning 
of the LOAD MODE operation, but the comparison 
logic 74 would not generate signal SFUL until the ad 
dress register l8 incremented to location 47. If all three 
of the switches 72 were closed, this would designate 
that a single 72 note sequence was to be stored and the 
address register 18 would initially be preset to location 
zero and the comparison logic 74 would not actuate the 
“full” indicator 76 until the address register incre 
mented to location 71. 

It has been mentioned that upon the completion of 
14 pulse, shift sequence, at pulse CT 14, the address 
register 18 is incremented and the P and D counters are 
reset. In addition, ?ip-?op .44 is set via OR gate 42 to 
again provide the signal ADCL shown in line f of FIG. 
2. This again enables the P counter to count clock 
pulses and produce the staircase waveform, via con 
verter 50, for application to the analog comparator 52 
for comparison with the analog voltage provided by the 
synthesizer in association with the trigger pulse occur 
ring at time t;;. 

It should now be appreciated that as notes are played 
on the synthesizer, the sequencer will continue to accu 
mulate pitch and duration information and store four 
teen bit digital notes in sequential locations of the 
memory 16. In most instances, the musician will store 
sequences shorter than twenty four notes and he will 
desire to terminate the LOAD MODE and listen to the 
stored sequence. In order to do this, the user will actu 
ate panel switch 80 (FIG. 1A) to generate terminate 
pulse TRMP represented in line 1 of FIG. 2. Terminate 
pulse TRMP will, via gate 82, set terminate ?ip-?op 84 
to produce a true logic level for signal TRMF at time 
2, shown in line m of FIG. 2. In addition. the output of 
gate 82 will produce the signal SI-IFT shown in line 1' via 
OR gate 66. This action will transfer the contents of the 
shift register 14 into the memory 16. At the completion 
of the fourteen pulse shift period when pulse CT 14 is 
generated, an enter zero ?ip-?op 88 will be enabled via 
gate 90, as represented in line 11 of FIG. 2 at time r_-,. As 
a consequence of ?ip-?op EZFF being set, the ?ip-?op 
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64 is again set to again generate a fourteen count shift 
cycle which then shifts fourteen zeroes into the mem 
ory 16. The all zero word is used during the PLAY 
MODE to represent an end of sequence. After the four 
teen count shift sequence has been completed at time 
I.,, a force play flip-?op 92 is set via gate 94 to switch 
the system out of the LOAD MODE into the PLAY 
MODE to enable the user to listen to the melody he has 
just stored. 
As will be seen hereinafter, during the PLAY MODE 

a word with all zero duration read from memory 16 will 
be interpreted as an end of sequence word and cause 
the ?rst word in the sequence to be read next and the 
sequence to be played again. In order to avoid the en 
tering of all zero duration in any word during the 
LOAD mode, which might occur when two notes are 
played very closely together, whenever the D counter 
is reset by signal CLDC, it is forced to a count of one 
rather than a count of zero. 
Attention is now called to FIG. 1C which comprises 

a logic block diagram of the PLAY control 21 depicted 
in FIG. 1A and FIG. 3 which comprises a timing dia 
gram illustrating the time relationship between various 
signals occurring during the PLAY MODE. 
The PLAY MODE is initiated in response to either 

the generation of the force play (FPFF) signal gener 
ated at the end of the LOAD MODE or in response to 
actuation of the panel play switch 102 illustrated in 
FIG. 1A. Either of these conditions will enable the out~ 
put of OR gate 104 (FIG. 1C) to set the play ?ip-flop 
106 and cause the play signal to go true as illustrated 
in line b of FIG. 3. The output of gate 104 also sets the 
previously mentioned shift ?ip-?op 64 to cause the 
fourteen stage binary counter 68 to provide fourteen 
pulses CT 1-14. During the PLAY MODE, the four 
teen bits stored in the word location identi?ed by the 
address register 18 are shifted into the shift register 14 
(FIG. 1A) during the time interval depicted in line 0 of 
FIG. 3. After the 14th bit has been shifted into the shift 
register, i.e., in response to signal CT 14, the zero de 
coder 110 (FIG. 1A) determines whether the duration, 
i.e., the right most eight bits in the shift register 14 are 
zero. If the duration is not zero, then AND gate 112 
(FIG. 1C) is enabled to supply a trigger pulse (line 1,‘ 
FIG. 3) to the switch 32 (FIG. 1A) which is now in the 
PLAY position shown in dotted line. The trigger pulse 
is supplied to the synthesizer via contacts 111 and 36. 
In addition, the output of gate .112 produces signal 
PCTD which enables both gates 114 and 116. Gate 114 
transfers the left most six bits constituting the pitch in 
formation from the shift register to the P counter. Gate 
116 transfers the eight bits representing the duration 
information, complemented by logical inverter 118, 
from the shift register 14 to the D counter 12. 
The output of the P counter is coupled to the digital 

to-analog converter 50 which develops an analog signal 
which is supplied through switch contacts 119 and 34 
to the synthesizer. The D counter 12, which new con 
tains the complement of the duration between notes is 
allowed to count. When it reaches the all ones state, as 
detected by decoder 120, it provides the signal DCEl 
represented in line g of FIG. 3. The signal DCE1 sets 
the shift ?ip-?op 64 via OR gate 122 to cause the four 
teen stage counter 68 to again de?ne fourteen shift 
pulses. This action again causes the next digital note of 
fourteen bits to be read out of the memory 16 into the 
shift register 14. 
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This sequence of reading out successive digital .words 
from the memory 16 into the shift register-14 will con 
tinue until a word having a duration of zero is read out. 
When this occurs, as detected by decoder 110,‘ AND 
gate 126 (FIG. 1C) will be enabled to in‘turn produce 
the end ofsequence pulse GEOS via-OR gate 128.,The 
signal GEOS in turn produces the force play signal 
FPFF to initiate the playing of the sequence again. 
Thus, it should now be appreciated that a sequence of 
words will be accessed from the memory 16 to produce 
trigger pulses and analog levels which are provided to 
the synthesizer through the switch 32 until ‘tr-‘word hav 
ing an all zero duration is encountered. A word having 
an all zero duration will initiate the playing of the se 
quence again as a consequence of it producing the sig- 1 
nal FPFF represented in line a of FIG. 3.1 \ . ~ 

In addition to a sequence being terminated and reini 
tiated in response to a word having, an all zero duration, 
termination will also occur when the maximum number 
of words inthe sequence have, been accessed from 
memory. That is, as each word is accessed from .the 
memory .16, the'address register 18 is incremented in 
response to signal PCTD via OR gate 71. Whenthe 
contents of address register 18 is incremented to .be 
‘equal to the highest address in the sequence, as de?ned 
by the configuration of switches 72 the compare logic 
74 will generate the signal SFUL represented in line h 
of FIG. 3. More particularly, if switch 72, is theonly 
switch closed, then the compare logic 74 will generate 
signalSFUL when the address'register l8 de?nes loca 
tion 23', Le, the highest address in the initial twenty 
four note sequence. If switches 722 or 723 are respec 
tively closed, then the compare logic 74 will generate 
signal SFUL when the address register de?nes locations 
47 and 72 respectively. In any event, when the compare 
logic 74 generates the signal SFUL, it indicates that the 
end of a sequence has been reached and as a conse 
quence. the pulse GEOS‘represented, in line, i of FIG. 
3, will be produced via OR gate 128, to thereafter pro 
duce the pulse shown in line a of FIG. 3 to reinitiate the‘ 
sequence.’ 
"It should be recognized 

analog voltage level) is supplied tothe synthesizer at a 
rate determined by the magnitude of the duration ?elds 
in the words read from memory .16. That-.is, the com 
plement of a duration field‘ is transferred into D counter 
12 and then D counter is counted up to an all ones state 
by pulses provided by pulse source 46. In order to en 
able the'melody to be played back by the synthesizer 
at either a faster or slower tempo, the frequency of the 
pulses provided by source 46 can be varied by the oper 
ator by adjustment of potentiometer 47. _ . 

It has been explained that the digital to analog con 
verter 50 produces an analog representation of the 
count stored digitally in P counter 10. During the 
LOAD MODE, the converter 50 produces a staircase 
voltate wave form as the P counter counts the pulses 
supplied by clock pulse source 46. During the PLAY 

- MODE, “the converter 50 produces a voltage level 
i equivalent to the digitally expressed count transferred 

I ‘into the P counter via gate 114. For the sequencer to 
- operate properly, it is of course necessary that during 
‘the PLAY MODE. it return to the synthesizer the same 
voltage levels as were produced by the synthesizer dur 
ing the LOAD MODE. In order to do this in a manner 
which minimizes the error rate attributable tono‘ise. 

30 

that during the PLAY _ 
l-MODE, new note information_(i.e., trigger pulse and 
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the staircase wave form produced by-theJconverterSO 
duringxthe LOAD MODE-,isoffset byone-hal'fnlevelj 
from the staircase characteristic;exhlibited_,.byr_the con, 
verterzduring the PILAYIIMODE. w 

. In orderto gain a better understanding’oftl'ie forego 
ing, attention is called to FIG. 4 which, on the .left,,_,,dei-, 
picts the sixty fourldifferent voltage levelsproduced by 
the converter during, the PLAY MODE. The voltage 
levels are representedias,comprising'a multiplepfsorne 
unit voltage (e.g., O.l_volts). ‘Thus, ‘voltage, leyelsiOtQi-i 
4, ,6," 8 122, 124, 126_ are shown which,are.p_roduced; 
.by the converterSO in, response to the, six- bit .P. counter 
codes illustrated, the converter also__resp_ondi_ng,,to a, 
seventh least significant bitwhich is always 0 during the‘ 
PLAY MODErThesesigttyfour voltagedlevels ,corre; 
spond exactly to the [voltage levels ideally producedjbyl 
the synthesizeq during the.,I_.OAD..,MODE§._'_However, 
during‘ the LOAD; MODE. there may be smallpamouritsj 
.of noise superimposed on the ‘voltage supplied by the 
synthesizer. For example, a voltage levelof 4.0 units 
‘may have a-valuepf 4.5 units. at theinput'to analog 
comparator‘52. In order to assure'that a 4.0'unit volti 
agev is returned to the synthesizer,‘ the istaircasieilwave', 
formproduced by the converter 50 during the LOAD 
MODE is offset as shown lingFIG, 4. Thisis accom 
plished by merely changing thestate "of the. seventh 
least significant bitto I. As a consequence, the‘ 47.5 ‘unit, 
.volta‘ge supplied to the comparator 52 from ‘switch, 
contact v3,3 will produce a six bit’?eld in v"the P counter 
for storagein memory 16 of 0000 10. On play-back dui'rQ 

v ing the PLAY MODE,lthis six bit order vwill ‘produce 
the 4.0 unitlvoltage desired for application .to the syn: 
thesi'ze-lr. _ g . I‘ ,_ ,. ' ' 

.- Attention is now called to FIG. 5. which dep‘ict's'tlie 
circuitry employed to’impleme'nt theifurther‘featitre of 
enabling a melody to be transposed'ias 'i's'ipla'yejd back. 
Transposition, of course, involves changing the‘lt'e‘y/ibf 
a melody or in other words'v'shiftirig: the pitcli'of all'not'e?s 
in the melodyeither up or down. ‘accordance {VII “h 
the present/invention, transposition is achieved’by'in 
corporating' controllable :v'arnpli?catioii‘ means ' at" ‘the 
output of the digital‘ to'arialog' Con‘Verter‘SO to “enable 
the voltage levels produced’ by thec'o’nverte?tonbe 
shifted in response .to manually i’ope'rable" transpose 
switches on the sequencer. Since the‘voltage'lev'e'li'esli 
tablishes the pitch'of a note played, the key-‘36f a melody 
can be varied by ‘varying the voltage 'levels? "' '- i ‘ ‘ 

More particularly, as shown in FIG. 5, the'jot'itput-‘(Al 
of c'onvertet 50 is‘connect‘ed throu'gli'a resistor or‘val'ue 
R1 to the input of operational amplifier'140;-having a 
feedback‘ resistor of value R2. A variable ‘voltage ’( B)"'is 

:supplied to the input through a resistor-of value‘ R5,. 

55 

60, vTherefore. by controlling the ivoltageB. the vdltage 
level c supplied to’the' synthesizer will be feoritrblledl 

' output voltage C where ' 
Thus, the operational amplifier l40'will produce an 

"7R1. R, + R. 

For simplicity in explanationfitwillbe assumed that 
it isdesired to be able to transpose‘an‘lorigin‘al'imelody 

65 tothree different keys. ln'order t'o, do"this.i'thre'e elec 
_..tronic or electromechanical[switches 1421, 1422,1423 
vare provided for respectively applying di?erentl'volt 
agesB to=the amplifier 140. The switches ‘I42n‘are7rel 
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spectively responsive to flip-flops 144,. 1442, 144:, 
which in turn are set, by manual‘ transpose switches 
146,, 146?, 146;; available to the user. The switches 146 
are connected to the ?ip-flops 144 such that actuation 
of a switch sets the flip-?op to which it is connected 
and resets the other two ?ip-?ops 144 via OR gates 
148. The transpose circuit of FIG. 5 is intended to be 
active only during the PLAY MODE and consequently 
the ?ip-?ops 144 are all vreset whenever the LOAD 
MODE occurs, ‘ 

From the foregoing, it should now be appreciated 
that a sequencer apparatus hasbeen disclosed herein 
capable of operating in combination with an electronic 
music synthesizer for storing digital representations of 
a sequence of notes played on the. synthesizer, while the 
synthesizer is being played. That is, it should be recog 
nized that as the synthesizer keyboard is played to pro 
duce a trigger pulse and a discrete analog voltage for 
each note, the sequencer, in accordance with the pres 
ent invention. will store a six-bit digital representation 
of the notes pitch and an eight-bit representation of the 
duration occurring between adjacent trigger pulses in 
a'sequence. After a sequence of notes has been stored 
in the sequencer memory in digital form, the sequencer 
is operable in a PLAY MODE to access the stored digi 
tal notes in the sequence in which they were loaded for 
reconversion to analog form for application to the syn 
thesizer. 

It should be recognized that a preferred embodiment 
of the invention has been described herein and that nu 
merous changes and modi?cations may occur to those 
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive property of priviledge is claimed are de?ned as fol 
lows: 

1. In combination with an electronic music synthe 
sizer having a keyboard and means responsive to the 
playing of each key for producing a trigger pulse and 
an analog voltage level representative of pitch, a se 
quencer apparatus responsive to the playing of a se 
quence of keys for storing information describing the 
melody represented thereby, said sequencer apparatus 
comprising: 
duration logic means responsive to each trigger pulse 
subsequent to the initial trigger pulse in a se 
quence, for providing a multibit digital code repre 
senting the time duration since the immediately 
preceding trigger pulse; 

level logic means for providing a multibit digital code 
representing the level of analog voltage after each 
trigger pulse; 

memory means comprised of a plurality of word loca 
tions each for storing a multibit word; and 

means responsive to each trigger pulse provided by 
said duration logic means subsequent to the initial 
trigger pulse in a sequence for successively storing 
digital words in sequential locations of said mem 
ory means, each word comprised of a ?rst digital 
code representative of time duration provided by 
said duration logic means and a second digital code 
representative of analog voltage level provided by 
said level logic means. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said'means 
for storing words in sequential locations of said mem 
ory meansincludes addressing means for identifying a 
word location; and 
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means for incrementing said addressing means after 
each word is stored in said memory means. 

3. The combination of claim 2 including means for 
reading a word from the word location identi?ed by 
said addressing means; I 
means for incrementing said addressing means after 
each word is read from said memory means; and 

vmeans responsive to the duration represented in a 
read word for controlling when the next word is 
read by said reading means. I‘ 

4. The combination of claim 3v including means re 
sponsive to the digital code in each read word repre 
senting analog voltage level for producing an analog 
voltage for application to said synthesizer. 

5. The combination of claim 4 wherein said means 
for controlling when the next word is read includes a 
source oftiming pulses and means for counting said 
timing pulses; and 
tempo control means for varying the rate of said tim 
ing pulses to thereby vary the rate at which said an 
alog voltages are applied to said synthesizer. 

6. The combination of claim 4 wherein said means 
for producing an analog voltage includes: _ 

transpose control means for varying the level-of said 
analog voltage. ‘ v . - 

7. The combination of claim 1 wherein said synthe 
sizer includes analog input and output terminals and 
trigger pulse input and output terminals and wherein 
said sequencer apparatus includes analog input and 
output terminals and trigger pulse input and output ter 
minals; and 

switch means operable in a LOAD position to couple 
said synthesizer analog output terminal to both said 
sequencer analog input terminal and said synthe 
sizer analog input terminal and said synthesizer 
trigger pulse output terminal to both said se 
quencer trigger pulse input terminal and said syn 
thesizer trigger pulse input terminal and operable 
in a PLAY position to couple said sequencer ana 
log and trigger pulse output terminals to said syn 
thesizer analog and trigger pulse input terminals, 
respectively. 

8. The combination of claim 1, wherein said means 
for providing a digital code representing time duration 
includes: 

pulse source means producing a train of timing 
pulses; 

digital counting means for counting said timing 
pulses; and ' - 

means responsive to each trigger pulse for resetting 
said digital counting means. 

' 9. The combination of claim 1 wherein said means 

for providing a code representing the level of analog 
voltage includes: 

pulse source means producing a train of pulses; 
digital counting means responsive to said pulse 
source means for counting said pulses; 

‘ converter means responsive to said digital counting 
means for producing an analog signal equivalent to 
the count accumulated by said digital counting 
means; and 

analog comparison means for inhibiting said digital 
counting means in response to said analog signal 
produced by said converter means being equal to 
said analog voltage level produced by said ‘synthe 
sizer. 
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‘10. Apparatus useful with amusic‘synthesizer includ 

ing ( l ) a keyboard and (2) means for producing a trig 
ger‘ pulse and anlanalog signal representative of pitch 
in response ,to each key actuation. saidv apparatus corn 
prising: ; V ‘a _ ' ' 2 ‘ 

means producing a train of timing pulse‘s;'_r 

first means for counting said timing'pulses'; means responsive to‘ the count accumu'late‘drby 

' ?rst means for. producing an analogsi'ign'fal'rrepr'e 
sentative thereof; ‘ ‘ ., 

means for comparing said analog signal representa 
itive‘ofithe accumulated count with an analog signal 

I ' vproduced by a synthesizer to provide a match sig 
' nal indicating when the compared analog signals 
match; ‘ ' ‘ ' 

' memory means for storing a plurality of‘counts; 
‘means responsive to said match signal for transfer 

r-ing'th'e count representative of pitch accumulated 
by said ?rst means to said memory means; 

‘second means for counting said timing pulses occur 
ring between successive trigger pulses produced by 
a synthesizer to develop acount representative of 
the‘ duration between successive key actuations; 
and ' ‘Y 

' ‘means for storing said count representative of dura- _ 
tion in said memory means. 

20 
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11. The apparatus of claim l0twherein said memory 
means includes a plurality of word location each capa 
ble of storing a pitch count and a duration count and 
address means for identifying each of said word localv 
tions; and‘ - 

‘means for incrementing said .address means‘ subse- " ‘ 
quent to each storing of said counts in a word 'locaw‘ 
tion, 

9 The apparatus of claim 11 including means for 
reading “the contents of the word location identified by 
‘said means; i ' ' 

means‘ for incrementing said address means after 
' ‘ reading the contents of a word location; and ' ' 

means responsive to the duration lcount read 'from a \ 
word location for controlling when the contentsl'of . 
a word location is next to be read. _ 

l3. The'apparatus of claim '12 including means'ire 
sponsive to the‘ pitch count ‘read from a word location 
for producing an analog signal representative thereof. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said means for 
producing said analog signal responsive to said'first 
means and said means for producing said analog signal 
responsive to said pitch co'u'nt define‘ digital to analog 
conversion characteristics offset with respectv to‘ an 
other. ' ‘ ~ - - v‘ ' * 

>l< t>l< * * * > 
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